It is known from the analysis of the density matrix for bipartite systems that the quantum discord (as a measure of quantum correlations) depends on the particular subsystem chosen for the projective measurements. We study asymmetry of the discord in a simple physical model of two spin-1/2 particles with the dipole-dipole interaction governed by the XY Hamiltonian in the inhomogeneous magnetic field. The dependence of the above discord asymmetry on the Larmour frequencies at both T = 0 (the ground state) and T > 0 has been investigated. It is demonstrated, in particular, that the asymmetry is negligible for high temperatures but it may become significant with the decrease in temperature.
INTRODUCTION
The effective manipulations by quantum correlations results in significant advantages of the quantum devices (in particular, quantum computers) in comparison with their classical counterparts. However, the problem of correct measure of quantum correlations has not been resolved up to now. Till recently, the entanglement has been used as a measure of quantum correlations [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . However, it was shown both theoretically [6, 7] and experimentally [8] that some mixed separable states (i.e. states with zero entanglement) allow one to realize the advantages of quantum algorithms in comparison with their classical analogies and quantum nonlocality has been observed in the systems without entanglement [9] . Such observations suggest us to conclude that the entanglement does not involve all quantum correlations responsible for the advantages of quantum algorithms in comparison with the classical ones.
The concept of quantum discord, which is intensively developing during last years [10, 11, 12] , is based on a separation of a quantum part out of the total mutual information encoded into a bipartite system. The discord is completely defined by the quantum properties of the system and becomes zero for the classical systems.
The evaluation of the quantum discord is a cumbersome computational problem so that the methods of its analytical calculations have been developed only for two-qubit systems [11, 12] . Calculation of the discord consists of two steps: (a) calculation of the mutual information encoded into two subsystems A and B of the bipartite quantum system and (b) calculation of the classical component of this mutual information. The second part is the most cumbersome one because it is based on the multiparameter optimization over the von Neumann type of measurements performed on one of the subsystems (say, B). It is seemed out that the quantum discord depends on which subsystem is taken for measurements [10] . It will be shown below that the difference between the quantum discords calculated using the projective measurements performed over the different subsystems of a bipartite system (the asymmetry) can be large (about 25%). This means that the quantum discord as a measure of quantum correlations does not provide an unambiguous quantitative characteristic of these correlations. As a result, the quantum discord is insufficient for an estimation of the utility of different materials in quantum devices and requires modification. A possible modification of the quantum discord is suggested in this letter.
The conditions needed to provide the symmetry of the discord with respect to subsystems A and B have been found only for the particular case of the two-qubit system [12] . These conditions are based on the analysis of the structure of the two-qubit density matrix and have not been related with the physical parameters of the system (such as a temperature and Larmour frequencies). A connection of the quantum discord with the real physical parameters opens a direct way for the experimental investigations of the discord and its asymmetry and allows one to control the quantum discord by means of physical parameters.
This letter is devoted to the problem of asymmetry of the quantum descord of the two-qubit system with respect to the subsystems A and B chosen for the projective measurements. Considering the simple physical model of two spin-1/2 particles with the dipole-dipole interaction governed by the XY Hamiltonian in the inhomogeneous magnetic field we study the dependence of the above asymmetry on the temperature and Larmour frequencies.
MODEL
We consider the quantum system of two spin-1/2 particles governed by the XY Hamiltonian in the external inhomogeneous magnetic field. The Hamiltonian of the system reads:
where D is the constant of the dipole-dipole interaction, I n,α (n = 1, 2, α = x, y, z)-nth spin projection operator on the axis α, DΩ(1 ± ∆) are the Larmour frequencies. We assume that D > 0, 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1 and Ω ≥ 0. The system is in the thermal equilibrium state with the Gibbs density matrix:
where T is the temperature, k is the Boltsman constant.
It is simple to check that this density matrix has the following form:
where all entries are real numbers. The density matrix (3) can be considered as a particular case of so-called two-qubit X-matrix [12] . The quantum discord for such matrices can be calculated by the method developed in [12] , where optimization over three continues parameters is reduced to the calculation of the minimum of six values. This method becomes much simpler in our case. In particular, the optimization must be performed over the single parameter (instead of three parameters in ref. [12] ). As a result, the formulas for the discord calculation becomes simpler and the optimization is reduced to the calculation of the minimum of two values. Assuming that the von Neumann type measurements are performed over the subsystem B, one can define quantum discord Q B as follows [10] :
Here I(ρ) is the total mutual information [10] which may be written as follows:
where λ j (j = 0, 1, 2, 3) are eigenvalues of the density matrix ρ, ρ A = Tr B ρ and ρ B = Tr A ρ are the reduced density matrices and the appropriate entropies S(ρ A ) and S(ρ B ) are given by the following formulas:
The so-called classical counterpart C B (ρ) of the mutual information can be found considering the minimization over projective measurements on the subsystem B as follows [12] :
where
2 ,
It is simple to show that the quantum discord Q A obtained performing the von Neumann type measurements on the subsystem A can be calculated as follows:
for the system with the density matrix ρ given by eq.(3).
THE QUANTUM DISCORD OF THE GROUND STATE
In the considered model, the ground state is defined by the minimal eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian. Since the eigenvalues read
one can conclude that the minimal eigenvalue λ min is either λ (1) or λ (3) depending on the values ∆ and Ω. For the fixed ∆, we introduce the critical value Ω c such that
at Ω = Ω c , so that λ min = λ (3) if Ω < Ω c and λ min = λ (1) if Ω > Ω c . The critical value Ω c is following:
Both the calculation of the discord Q B using formulas (4-10) and the calculation of the discord Q A using eq.(11) demonstrate that Q A = Q B if Ω < Ω c and Ω > Ω c , i.e. there is no asymmetry. The discord asymmetry δ = Q A − Q B appears at Ω = Ω c and equals to
whereas
Thus, if δ = 0, then it seems to be reasonable to define the discord of a bipartite system by the following formula: Fig.1 .
The absence of the asymmetry for both Ω < Ω c and Ω > Ω c is readily explained by the fact that the ground state is pure unless Ω = Ω c . It is known that the discord of a pure state equals to the entanglement and does not depend on which subsystem is taken for the projective measurements [13] . On the contrary, the ground state is degenerated if Ω = Ω c , so that the state becomes mixed which (together with the asymmetry of the quantum system) results in the discord asymmetry. If ∆ = 0, then the system becomes symmetrical so that δ = 0, see Fig.1 . If ∆ = 1, then λ 1 > λ 3 so that the ground state is pure for all Ω and, consequently, δ = 0. One has to emphasize also that the ground state can be obtained as the limit of density matrix (2) when the temperature T tends to zero, which uniquely yields either the pure (nondegenerate) or mixed (degenerate) ground state depending on whether Ω = Ω c or Ω = Ω c .
THE THERMAL QUANTUM DISCORD
The model represented in Sec.2. allows one to investigate the asymmetry of the thermal discord at T > 0. We study it for the case ∆ = ∆ max ≈ 0. The maximum of δ for T = 0.02 is found at Ω ≈ 0.497, δ max ≈ 0.098. It corresponds to Q ≈ 0.399 so that the asymmetry is about 25%. Similarly, the maximal asymmetry atT = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 is about 19%, 20% and 24% respectively. We see that the relative asymmetry δ Q remains significant inside of the whole temperature interval considered here although both δ and Q are vanishing with the increase in T .
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the asymmetry of the quantum discord in the bipartite system for the both T = 0 (the ground state) and T > 0 with different values of parameters in the Hamiltonian. The dependence of the discord on the choice of the subsystem for the projective measurements directly follows from the dependence of the classical part of the mutual information on this choice. Our study demonstrates that, although the description of quantum correlations by the quantum discord is a significant progress in comparison with such description by the entanglement, it requires the further development.
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